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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the existence of single and multiple fixed
points for multivalued maps between Fre chet spaces. There are two main
sections. In Section 2 the fixed point theory of Krasnoselskii and Leggett
and Williams and Petryshyn (see [1, 3] and their references) in Banach
spaces are extended to the Fre chet space setting. Existence of fixed points
will be established by means of a diagonal process together with a result on
hemicompact maps [10]. Section 3 shows how the fixed point theory in
Section 2 can be applied naturally to obtain general existence results for
nonlinear integral inclusions. In particular we will discuss C[0, ) solu-
tions to
y(t) # |

0
K(t, s) F(s, y(s)) ds for t # [0, ),
where K : [0, )_[0, )  R and F : [0, )_R  CK(R); here CK(R)
denotes the family of nonempty, convex, compact subsets of R.
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Finally in this section we state two results from the literature which will
be used in Section 2.
Theorem 1.1 [10]. Let (X, d ) be a metric space, D a nonempty, com-
plete subset of X, and G : D  2X a condensing map with G(D) bounded.
Then G is hemicompact (i.e., each sequence (xn) in D has a convergent sub-
sequence whenever d(xn , Gxn)  0 as n  ).
In our next theorem, E=(E, & .&) will be a Banach space and CE a
cone. For ’>0 let
C’=[ y # C : &y&<’], S’=[ y # C : &y&=’],
and
C’ =[ y # C : &y&’].
Theorem 1.2 [3]. Let E=(E, & .&) be a Banach space, CE a cone in
E, r1>0, r2>0, r1 {r2 with R=max[r1 , r2] and r=min[r1 , r2]. Let
F : CR  CK(C) be an upper semicontinuous, condensing map with
{_u0 # C"[0] with y 3 x for all y # Fx and x # Sr2 & C(u0);here C(u0)=[u # C : _*>0 with u* u0] (1.1)
and
&y&&x& for all y # Fx and x # Sr1 (1.2)
holding. Then F has at least one fixed point y # C with r&y&R.
Remark 1.1. If (1.1) is replaced by
& .& is increasing with respect to C (1.3)
and
&y&&x& for all y # Fx and x # Sr2 (1.4)
then the result in Theorem 1.2 is again true (see [1]).
2. FIXED POINT THEORY
In this section we present a Leggett Williams type theorem in Fre chet
spaces. Our analysis relies on Theorem 1.1 and on a diagonalization
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argument. Let N0=[1, 2, ...]. In this section E is a Fre chet space endowed
with a family of seminorms [ | . |n : n # N0] with
|x|1|x|2 } } } for all x # E.
Also assume for each n # N0 that (En , | . |n) is a Banach space and suppose
E1 $E2 $ } } }
with E=n=1 En and |x| n|x|n+1 for all x # En+1 (here n # N0). For each
n # N0 , let Cn be a cone in En and assume
C1 $C2 $ } } } .
For \>0 and n # N0 let
Un, \=[x # En : |x|n<\] and 0n, \=Un, \ & Cn .
Notice
Cn 0n, \=En Un, \ & Cn and 0n, \ =Un, \ & Cn
(the first closure is with respect to Cn whereas the second is with respect
to En). In addition notice since |x|n|x|n+1 for all x # En+1 that
01, \ $02, \ $ } } }
and
01, \ $02, \ $ } } } .
We first establish a result which guarantees that the inclusion
y # Fy (2.1)
has a solution in E.
Definition 2.1. Fix k # N0 . If x, y # Ek then we say x= y in Ek if
|x& y|k=0 (i.e., if x& y=0; here 0 is the zero in Ek).
Definition 2.2. If x, y # E then we say x= y in E if x= y in Ek for
each k # N0 .
Definition 2.3. Fix k # N0 . We say x # Fy in Ek if there exists w # Fy
with x=w in Ek .
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Theorem 2.1. Let r1>0, r2>0, #>0 be constants, r=min[r1 , r2] and
R=max[r1 , r2] with #<r. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:
for each n # N0 , Fn : Un, R & Cn  CK(Cn) is an upper semicontinuous map
(2.2)
for each n # N0 , _u0, n # Cn"[0] with y 3 x for all y # Fnx and
{x # (En Un, r1 & Cn) & C(u0, n); (2.3)here C(u0, n)=[u # Cn : _*>0 with u*u0, n]
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn (x) and x # En Un, r2 & Cn (2.4)
{ for each n # N0 , the map Kn : Un, R & Cn  2
Cn, given by
Kn y=m=n Fm y (see Remark 2.1), is k-set constructive (0k<1)
(2.5)
{ for every k # N0 and any subsequence A[k, k+1, ...] ifx # Cn , n # A, is such that R|x|nr then |x|k# (2.6)
and
if there exists a w # E and a sequence [ yn]n # N0 with
yn # (Un, R "Un, r) & Cn and yn # Fn yn in En such{that for every k # N0 there exists a subsequence (2.7)S[k+1, k+2, .....] of N0 with yn  win Ek as n   in S, then w # Fw in E.
Then (2.1) has a solution y1 # E with y1 # n=1 ((Un, R "Un, #) & Cn).
Remark 2.1. The definition of Kn in (2.5) is as follows. If y # Un, R & Cn
and y  Un+1, R & Cn+1 then Kny=Fny, whereas if y # Un+1, R & Cn+1 and
y  Un+2, R & Cn+2 then Kny=Fn y _ Fn+1y, and so on.
Remark 2.2. If (2.3) is replaced by
for each n # N0 , | . |n is increasing with respect to Cn (2.8)
and
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn x and x # En Un, r1 & Cn (2.9)
then the result in Theorem 2.1 again holds (see Remark 1.1).
Remark 2.3. We note that although (2.5)(2.7) seem technical, they are
in fact easily checked in practice (see Theorem 3.1).
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Proof. Fix n # N0 . Theorem 1.2 guarantees that y # Fn y has a solution
yn # (Un, R " Un, r) & Cn (in particular r| yn |nR). Lets look at [ yn]n # N0 .
Note yn # (U1, R "U1, #) & C1 for each n # N0 . To see this notice | yn |nR
and |x|1|x|n for all x # En implies | yn |1R. Thus yn # U1, R for each
n0 # N0 . On the other hand | yn | nr, yn # Cn together with (2.6) implies
| yn | 1#, so yn # (U1, R "U1, #). Now Theorem 1.1 (with X=E1 , G=K1 ,
D=(U1, R "U1, #) & C1 and note d1(un , K1 un)=0 for each n # N0 since
|x|1|x|n for all x # En and yn # Fn yn in En ; here d1(x, S)=infy # S |x& y| 1
if S is a nonempty subset of X ) guarantees that there exists a subsequence
N*1 of N0 and a z1 # (U1, R "U1, #) & C1 with yn  z1 in E1 as n   in
N*1 . Notice in particular that #|z1 |1R. Let N1=N*1 "[1]. Look at
[ yn]n # N1 . Notice yn # (U2, R "U2, #) & C2 for each n # N1 . Now Theorem
1.1 (with X=E2 , G=K2 , D=(U2, R "U2, #) & C2 and note d2(un , K2 un)=0
for each n # N1 ; here d2(x, S)=infy # S |x& y| 2 if S is a nonempty subset of
X) guarantees that there exists a subsequence N*2 of N1 and a
z2 # (U2, R "U2, #) & C2 with yn  z2 in E2 as n   in N*2 . Notice in par-
ticular that #|z2 | 2R and z2=z1 in E1 . Let N2=N*2 "[2]. Proceed
inductively to obtain subsequences of integers
N*1 $N*2 $ } } } , N*k [k, k+1, ...]
and zk # (Uk, R "Uk, #) & Ck with yn  zk in Ek as n   in N*k . Note
zk+1=zk in Ek for k=1, 2, ... . Also let Nk=N*k "[k]. Fix k # N0 . Let
y=zk in Ek . Notice y is well defined and y # Ek for each k=1, 2, ... . Also
yn # Fn yn in En for n # Nk and yn  y in Ek as n   in Nk (since y=zk
in Ek). This together with (2.7) implies y # Fy in E. Note also that
y # n=1 ((Un, R "Un, #) & Cn). K
Remark 2.4. If (2.6) is removed in Theorem 2.1 then notice that the
above analysis guarantees the existence of a y # E with y # Fy in E and
y # n=1 (Un, R & Cn). In fact in this case (2.3) is not needed (see [2], i.e.,
instead of Theorem 1.2 we use a nonlinear alternative of LeraySchauder
type). Of course in the situation described here it may be the case that
| y|n=0 for each n # N0 (notice this cannot occur in Theorem 2.1).
We next note that Theorem 2.1 automatically generates a multiplicity
result for (2.1). For completeness we state one such result.
Theorem 2.2. Let r1>0, r2>0, r3>0, r4>0, #1>0, #2>0 be con-
stants with #1<r1<r2<#2<r3<r4 . Suppose the following conditions are
satisfied:
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for each n # N0 , Fn : Un, r4 & Cn  CK(Cn) is an upper semicontinuous map
(2.10)
for each n # N0 , _u0, n # Cn "[0] with y 3 x for all y # Fnx and
{x # (En Un, r1 & Cn) & C(u0, n); (2.11)here C(u0, n)=[u # Cn : _*>0 with u*u0, n]
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn (x) and x # En Un, r2 & Cn (2.12)
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn (x) and x # En Un, r3 & Cn (2.13)
for each n # N0 , _u1, n # Cn "[0] with y 3 x for all y # Fnx and
{x # (En Un, r4 & Cn) & C(u1, n); (2.14)here C(u1, n)=[u # Cn : _*>0 with u*u1, n]
{for each n # N0 , the map Kn : Un, r4 & Cn  2
Cn, given by
Kny=m=n Fmy (see Remark 2.5), is k-set contractive (0k<1)
(2.15)
{ for every k # N0 and any subsequence A[k, k+1, ...] ifx # Cn , n # A, is such that r2|x| nr1 then |x|k#1 (2.16)
{ for every k # N0 and any subsequence A[k, k+1, ...] ifx # Cn , n # A, is such that r4|x| nr3 then |x|k#2 (2.17)
if there exists a v # E and a sequence [un]n # N0 with
un # (Un, r2 "Un, r1) & Cn and un # Fn un in En such{that for every k # N0 there exists a subsequence (2.18)S[k+1, k+2, ...] of N0 with un  vin Ek as n   in S, then v # Fv in E
and
if there exists a z # E and a sequence [wn]n # N0 with
wn # (Un, r4 "Un, r3) & Cn and wn # Fnwn in En such{that for every k # N0 there exists a subsequence (2.19)P[k+1, k+2, .....] of N0 with wn  zin Ek as n   in P, then z # Fz in E.
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Then (2.1) has at least two solutions y1 and y2 in E with
y1 # ,

n=1
((Un, r2 "Un, #1) & Cn) and y2 # ,

n=1
((Un, r4 "Un, #2) & Cn).
Remark 2.5. The definition of Kn in (2.15) is as follows. If y # Un, r4 & Cn
and y  Un+1, r4 & Cn+1 then Kn y=Fn y, whereas if y # Un+1, r4 & Cn+1 and
y  Un+2, r4 & Cn+2 then Kn y=Fn y _ Fn+1 y, and so on.
Remark 2.6. Note if (2.16) is removed in Theorem 2.2 then we can only
deduce that y1 # n=1 (Un, r2 & Cn); note also that (2.11) will not needed
(see Remark 2.4). Of course in the situation described here it may be the
case that | y|n=0 for each n # N0 .
Remark 2.7. If (2.11) and (2.14) are replaced by
for each n # N0 , | . | n is increasing with respect to Cn (2.20)
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fnx and x # En Un, r1 & Cn (2.21)
and
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn x and x # En Un, r4 & Cn (2.22)
then the result in Theorem 2.2 again holds (see Remark 1.1).
Proof. The existence of y1 follows from Theorem 2.1 with r=r1 and
R=r2 and the existence of y2 follows from Theorem 2.1 with r=r3 and
R=r4 . K
Remark 2.8. If (2.11)(2.14) are replaced by
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn x and x # En Un, r1 & Cn (2.23)
for each n # N0 , _u2, n # Cn "[0] with y 3 x for all y # Fnx and
{x # (En Un, r2 & Cn) & C(u2, n); (2.24)here C(u2, n)=[u # Cn : _*>0 with u*u2, n]
for each n # N0 , _u3, n # Cn "[0] with y 3 x for all y # Fnx and
{x # (En Un, r3 & Cn) & C(u3, n); (2.25)here C(u3, n)=[u # Cn : _*>0 with u*u3, n]
and
for each n # N0 , | y|n|x|n for all y # Fn x and x # En Un, r4 & Cn (2.26)
then the result in Theorem 2.2 is again true.
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3. APPLICATIONS
To illustrate how the fixed point theory in Section 2 can be used in
practice we consider the integral inclusion
y(t) # |

0
K(t, s) F(s, y(s)) ds for t # [0, ). (3.1)
Theorem 3.1. Let 1p< be a constant and 1<q the conjugate
to p. Assume the following conditions are satisfied:
for each t # [0, ), the map s [ K(t, s) is measurable (3.2)
sup
t # [0, ) \|

0
|K(t, s)|q ds+
1q
< (3.3)
|

0
|K(t$, s)&K(t, s)|q ds  0 as t  t$, for each t$ # [0, ) (3.4)
F : [0, )_R  CK(R) is a L p-Carathe odory function: by this we mean
(a) for each measurable u: [0, )  R, the map x [ F(x, u(x))
has measurable single valued selections{ (b) for a.e. x # [0, ), the map u [ F(x, u) is upper semicontinuous (3.5)(c) for each r>0 there exists hr # L p[0, ) with |F(x, y)|hr (x)for a.e. x # [0, ) and all y # R with | y|r;
here |F(x, y)|=sup[ |v| : v # F(x, y)]
for each t # [0, ), K(t, s)0 for a.e. s # [0, ) (3.6)
F : [0, )_[0, )  CK([0, )) (3.7)
{
there exists a function  : [0, )  [0, ) continuous and nondecreasing,
a constant A0 , 0<A01, and a , # L p[0, ) with
A0 ,(s) ( y)u,(s) ( y), for any u # F(s, y), for all
y # [0, ) and a.e. s # [0, )
(3.8)
K2 # inf
t # [0, ) |
1
0
,(s) K(t, s) ds>0 (3.9)
{there exists a continuous function { : (0, 1)  (0, ) such thatfor any 0<m<1 and u0 we have (m u){(m) (u) (3.10)
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_0<M<1 with
M
{(M )
A0
K2
K1
where K1 # sup
t # [0, )
|

0
,(s) K(t, s) ds
(3.11)
_r>0 with rK1 (r) (3.12)
and
_R>r with RA0 K2 (M R). (3.13)
Then (3.1) has a solution y # C[0, ) with y0 on [0, ) and with
M r| y|nR for each n # N0 (here | y|n=supt # [0, n] | y(t)| ).
Remark 3.1. Note (3.5)(a) could be replaced by: the map x [ F(x, u)
is measurable for all u # R.
Proof. Let n # N0 and
Fn y(t)=|
n
0
K(t, s) F(s, y(s)) ds for t # [0, n],
here y # C[0, n]. Let
En=(C[0, n], | . |n) and Cn=[ y # C[0, n] : y(t)M | y|n for t # [0, n]].
For \=r or R let
Un, \=[x # C[0, n] : |x| n<\].
We wish to apply Theorem 2.1 with Remark 2.2 (and with r1=r, r2=R).
Let Kn : L p[0, n]  C[0, n] and Fn : C[0, n]  L p[0, n] be given by
Kny(t)=|
n
0
K(t, s) y(s) ds
and
Fn ( y)=[u # L p[0, n] : u(t) # F(t, y(t)) for a.e. t # [0, n]].
Now (3.2)(3.4) together with a standard result from the literature [68]
immediately guarantees that Fn=Kn b Fn : Un, R & Cn  CK(En) is upper
semicontinuous for each n # N0 . We claim that
Fn : Un, R & Cn  CK(Cn) for each n # N0 . (3.14)
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If (3.14) holds then of course (2.2) is true. To see (3.14) fix n # N0 and take
x # Un, R & Cn with y # Fnx. Then there exists [6, 7] v # Fn x with
y(t)=|
n
0
K(t, s) v(s) ds for t # [0, n].
Now (3.8) implies for t # [0, n] that
| y(t)||
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) (x(s)) ds( |x|n) |

0
K(t, s) ,(s) dsK1( |x|n),
and so
| y|nK1 ( |x| n). (3.15)
On the other hand (3.8) guarantees that v(s)A0 ,(s) (x(s)) for a.e.
s # [0, n]. Now x # Cn (so x(t)M |x| n for t # [0, n]) together with (3.10),
(3.15), and (3.11) gives for t # [0, n],
y(t)|
n
0
K(t, s) A0 ,(s) (x(s)) dsA0 (M |x|n) |
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) ds
A0 {(M) ( |x| n) |
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) dsA0 {(M) K2 ( |x|n)

K2
K1
A0 {(M ) | y|nM | y|n ,
so y # Cn . Thus (3.14) (and consequently (2.2)) holds. To see (2.9) (with
r1=r) fix n # N0 and let x # En Un, r & Cn with y # Fn x. Then for t # [0, n],
| y(t)||
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) (x(s)) ds( |x|n) |
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) dsK1(r),
and this together with (3.12) yields
| y|n(r) K1r=|x|n .
Thus (2.9) holds. To see (2.4) (with r2=R) fix n # N0 and let x # En Un, R
& Cn with y # Fnx. Note |x|n=R and MRx(t)R for t # [0, n]. Now
for t # [0, n] we have
y(t)A0 |
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) (x(s)) ds
A0 (M R) |
n
0
K(t, s) ,(s) dsA0 K2 (M R),
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and this together with (3.13) yields
| y|nA0 K2 (MR)R=|x|n .
Thus (2.4) holds. To show (2.5) fix n # N0 . We will show Kn : Un, R &
Cn  2Cn, given by Kny=m=n Fm y (see Remark 2.1), is compact. Let
y # Un, R & Cn . Without loss of generality assume there exists l # [0, 1, 2, ...]
with y # Un+l, R & Cn+l and y  Un+l+1, R & Cn+l+1 . Then by definition
(see Remark 2.1), Kn y=n+lm=n Fm y. Since y # Un+l, R then (3.5) guarantees
that there exists a hR # L p[0, ) with |F(s, y(s))|hR (s) for a.e.
s # [0, n+l]. Now for j # [0, 1, ...., l ] we have for t # [0, n] that
|Fn+ j y(t)||
n+ j
0
hR (s) |K(t, s)| ds
\|
n+ j
0
[hR (s)] p ds+
1p
\|
n+ j
0
|K(t, s)| q ds+
1q
\|

0
[hR (s)] p ds+
1p
sup
t # [0, ) \|

0
|K(t, s)| q ds+
1q
.
Thus for j # [0, 1, ...., l ] we have
|Fn+ j y|n\|

0
[hR (s)] p ds+
1p
sup
t # [0, ) \|

0
|K(t, s)| q ds+
1q
and so
|Kny| n\|

0
[hR (s)] p ds+
1p
sup
t # [0, ) \|

0
|K(t, s)|q ds+
1q
. (3.16)
In addition for t1 , t2 # [0, n] and j # [0, 1, ..., l ] we have
|Fn+ j y(t1)&Fn+ j y(t2)||
n+ j
0
hR (s) |K(t1 , s)&K(t2 , s)| ds
\|

0
[hR (s)] p ds+
1p
_\|

0
|K(t1 , s)&K(t2 , s)|q ds+
1q
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and so
|Kn y(t1)&Kn y(t1)|\|

0
[hR (s)] p ds+
1p
\|

0
|K(t1 , s)&K(t2 , s)|q ds+
1q
.
(3.17)
Now (3.4), (3.16), and (3.17) guarantee that [Kny: y # Un, R & Cn] is
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on [0, n]. The ArzelaAscoli
theorem implies that Kn : Un, R & Cn  2Cn is compact, so (2.5) holds. Next
we show (2.6) holds with #=Mr. To see this fix k # N0 and take any sub-
sequence A[k, k+1, ...]. Now if x # Cn , n # A, is such that R|x| nr
then x(t)M |x|nMr=# for t # [0, n] and so |x| k=supt # [0, k] |x(t)|#.
Thus (2.6) is true. It remains to show (2.7) is satisfied. Suppose there exists
w # C[0, ) and a sequence [ yn]n # N0 with yn # (Un, R"Un, r) & Cn and
yn (t) # Fn yn (t), t # [0, n], such that for every k # N0 there exists
a subsequence S[k+1, k+2, ....] of N0 with yn  w in C[0, k] as n  
in S. If we show
w(t) # |

0
K(t, s) F(s, w(s)) ds for t # [0, )
then (2.7) will hold. Fix t # [0, ). Consider kt and n # S (as described
above). Then yn (t) # Fn yn (t), t # [0, n], for n # S. Now there exists
vn # Fn ( yn) with
yn (x)=|
n
0
K(x, s) vn (s) ds for x # [0, n],
and so
yn (t)&|
k
0
K(t, s) vn (s) ds=|
n
k
K(t, s) vn (s) ds. (3.18)
Now (3.5) guarantees that there exists a hR # L p[0, ) with |vn (s)|hR (s)
for a.e. s # [0, n]. Then
}yn (t)&|
k
0
K(t, s) vn (s) ds }|
n
k
hR (s) |K(t, s)| ds
and so
}yn (t)&|
k
0
K(t, s) vn (s) ds }|

k
hR (s) |K(t, s)| ds. (3.19)
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Consider [vn]n # S . A standard result from the literature [9 Proposition
1.4] guarantees that Fk : C[0, k]  L p[0, k] is upper semicontinuous with
respect to the weak topology (wu.s.c.) and also weakly completely con-
tinuous. Now since vn # Fk ( yn) for n # S, there exists a uk # L p[0, k] and a
subsequence of S (without loss of generality assume its S) with vn con-
verging weakly to uk (i.e. vn ( uk in L p[0, k]) as n   in S. Now yn  w
in C[0, k] and vn ( uk in L p[0, k] as n   in S together with
vn # Fk ( yn) for n # S and the fact that Fk : C[0, k]  L p[0, k] is wu.s.c.
guarantees
uk # Fk (w). (3.20)
Note as well that |w|kR since | yn |kR for n # S, and also we have
|uk (x)|hR (x) for a.e. x # [0, k]. Let n   through S in (3.19) to obtain
}w(t)&|
k
0
K(t, s) uk (s) ds }|

k
hR (s) |K(t, s)| ds. (3.21)
Similarly we can show that there exists uk+1 # L p[0, k+1] and a sub-
sequence of S, say S1 , with vn ( uk+1 in L p[0, k+1] as n   in S1 and
with uk+1 # Fk+1 (w). Of course this implies vn ( uk+1 in L p[0, k] as
n   in S1 so uk+1 (x)=uk (x) for a.e. x # [0, k]. In addition note
|uk+1 (x)|hR (x) for a.e. x # [0, k+1]. Continue and construct uk+2 ,
uk+3 , ... . For l # [k, k+1, ...]#P let u*1 (x) be any extension to [0, ) of
ul with |ul*(x)|hR (x) for a.e. x # (l, ). Also let
Fl*(w)=[v # L p[0, ) : v(x) # F(x, w(x)) for a.e. x # [0, l], |v(x)|hR (x)
for a.e. x # [0, )].
Now [ul*] l # P is a weakly compact sequence in L p[0, ) (see [5]) so there
exists a subsequence which converges weakly to a function u # L p[0, ).
Note u(x)=uk (x) for a.e. x # [0, k] since uk+m (x)=uk (x) for a.e.
x # [0, k], here m # N0 . This together with (3.21) yields
}w(t)&|
k
0
K(t, s) u(s) ds }|

k
hR (s) |K(t, s)| ds. (3.22)
Let
F(w)=[v # L p[0, ) : v(x) # F(x, w(x)) for a.e. x # [0, )]
(note |w|kR for each k # N0 so w # BC[0, )). We next claim that
F(w)=l # N0 Fl*(w) (and F(w) is nonempty, closed and convex). Our
proof follows closely ideas in [4]. Note first supt # [0, ) |w(t)|R so
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|F(x, w(x))|hR (x) for a.e. x # [0, ). Let wk be the restriction to the
interval [0, k], k # N0 , of w. Note [6, 7 or 8] that
Fk (wk)=[v # L p[0, k] : v(x) # F(x, wk (x)) for a.e. x # [0, k]]
is closed in L p[0, k] for all k # N0 . Let
F*k (wk)=[v # L
p[0, ) : v # Fk (wk) for x # [0, k] and v(x)=0 for x>k].
It is immediate that Fk*(wk) is a closed set in L p[0, ) for each k # N0 .
Let
Rk=[v # Lp[0, ) : v(x)=0 for x # [0, k], |v(x)|hR(x) for a.e. x # (k, )]
and notice it is clear that
F*k (w)=F*k (wk)  Rk .
It is immediate that F*k (w) is a closed set in L
p[0, ). Also for each
k # N0 we have F(w)F*k (w) and so
F(w) ,
l # N0
Fl*(w).
On the other hand if v # Fl*(w) for each l # N0 then v(x) # F(x, w(x)) for
a.e. x # [0, ) and so
,
l # N0
F l*(w)F(w).
Thus F(w)=l # N0 Fl*(w) and also F(w) is a closed subset of L
p[0, ).
Thus our claim is established. Now since u belongs to l # N0 Fl*(w) (note
for each l # N0 , u # F l*(w)) we have u # F(w). Let k   in (3.22) to
obtain
w(t)=|

0
K(t, s) u(s) ds
and so
w(t) # |

0
K(t, s) F(s, w(s)) ds.
Thus (2.7) holds. Now apply Theorem 2.1 with Remark 2.2 (and with
r1=r, r2=R). K
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Remark 3.2. In Theorem 3.1 if (3.12) and (3.13) are replaced by
_r>0 with rA0 K2 (Mr) (3.23)
and
_R>r with RK1 (R) (3.24)
then the result in Theorem 3.1 is again true. The proof follows the same
reasoning as in Theorem 3.1 except here we use Theorem 2.1 with Remark
2.2 (and with r1=R, r2=r).
Remark 3.3. It is easy to combine Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 to
obtain a multiplicity result for (3.1) (see also Theorem 2.2). We leave the
details to the reader.
Remark 3.4. The proof of Theorem 3.1 in the single valued case is a lot
easier (also in the single valued case we may assume 1p).
Remark 3.5. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 notice it is possible to
replace (3.13) by _R>r with RA0 K*2 (MR) where K*2 =supt # [0, 1]
10 K(t, s) ,(s) ds.
Remark 3.6. Suppose (3.9) is replaced by: _c>0 with K2 #
inft # [0, ) c0 K(t, s) ,(s) ds>0. If we choose n0 # N0 with n0c and let
N*0 =[n0 , n0+1, ...] then the result in Theorem 3.1 is again true with N0
replaced by N*0 .
We now present a result when (3.9) may not hold.
Theorem 3.2. Let 1p< be a constant and 1<q the conjugate
to p. Suppose (3.2)(3.7) hold. In addition assume the following conditions
are satisfied:
{_0<M<1, } # L
p[0, ) and an interval [a, b][0, ), a<b
with K(t, s)M }(s) for t # [a, b] and a.e. s # [0, )
(3.25)
K(t, s)}(s) for t # [0, ) and a.e. s # [0, ) (3.26)
there exists a function : [0, )  [0, ) continuous and nondecreasing,
{and a , # L p[0, ) with u,(s) ( y), for any u # F(s, y), (3.27)for all y # [0, ) and a.e. s # [0, )
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{there exists a { # L
p[a, b] with u{(s) ( y), for any u # F(s, y),
for all y # [0, ) and a.e. s # [a, b]
(3.28)
_r>0 with rK1 (r) where K1= sup
t # [0, )
|

0
K(t, s) ,(s) ds (3.29)
and
_R>r, with RK3 (MR) where K3= sup
t # [0, b]
|
b
a
K(t, s) {(s) ds. (3.30)
Choose n1 # N0 with n1b and let N1=[n1 , n1+1, ...]. Then (3.1) has a
solution y1 # C[0, ) with y10 on [0, ) and with Mr| y1 | nR for
each n # N1 .
Proof. Let n # N1 with Fn , En as in Theorem 3.1. Let
Cn=[ y # C[0, n] : y(t)0 for t # [0, n] and min
t # [a, b]
y(t)M | y| n].
Let Kn , Fn , Un, \ (\ = r or R) be as in Theorem 3.1. Now [6, 7 or 8]
guarantees that Fn=Kn b Fn : Un, R & Cn  CK(En) is upper semicontinuous
for each n # N1 . We claim that
Fn : Un, R & Cn  CK(Cn) for each n # N1 . (3.31)
If (3.31) holds then of course (2.2) is true for n # N1 . To see (3.31) fix n # N1
and take x # Un, R & Cn with y # Fn x. Then x(t)M |x|n for t # [a, b]. Also
there exists a v # Fn x with
y(t)=|
n
0
K(t, s) v(s) ds for t # [0, n].
This together with (3.26) yields
| y(t)||
n
0
}(s) v(s) ds for t # [0, n]
and so
| y|n|
n
0
}(s) v(s) ds. (3.32)
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On the other hand (3.25) and (3.32) imply
min
t # [a, b]
y(t)= min
t # [a, b] |
n
0
K(t, s) v(s) dsM |
n
0
}(s) v(s) dsM | y|n ,
so y # Cn . Thus (3.31) (and consequently (2.2) for n # N1) is true. Essen-
tially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1 guarantees that (2.9) (with
r1=r) holds for n # N1 . To see (2.4) with r2=R and with n # N1 , fix n # N1
and let x # En Un, R & Cn with y # Fn x. Note |x| n=R and MRx(s) for
s # [a, b]. Now there exists a v # Fn x with
y(t)=|
n
0
K(t, s) v(s) ds for t # [0, n].
Notice (3.28) and (3.30) yield
| y|n= sup
t # [0, n]
| y(t)|= sup
t # [0, n]
|
n
0
K(t, s) v(s) ds sup
t # [0, n]
|
b
a
K(t, s) v(s) ds
 sup
t # [0, n]
|
b
a
K(t, s) {(s) (x(s)) ds
(MR) sup
t # [0, n]
|
b
a
K(t, s) {(s) ds
K3 (MR)R=|x|n ,
so (2.4) is true for n # N1 . Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1
guarantees that (2.5) is true for n # N1 . Next we show (2.6) holds (for n # N1)
with #=Mr. To see this fix k # N1 and take any subsequence A[k, k+1, ...].
Now if x # Cn , n # A, is such that R|x|nr then x(t)M |x|nMr=#
for t # [a, b] and so mint # [a, b] x(t)#. Thus |x| k=supt # [0, k]|x(t)|#, so
(2.6) holds for n # N1 . Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1
guarantees that (2.7) holds (with N0 replaced by N1). Now apply Theorem
2.1 (with N0 replaced by N1) and Remark 2.2 (and with r1=r and r2=R).
K
Remark 3.7. Notice from the above proof that (3.30) could be replaced
in Theorem 3.2 by _R>r with R  (MR) supt # [0, n1] 
b
a K(t, s) {(s) ds.
Remark 3.8. In Theorem 3.2 if (3.29) and (3.30) are replaced by
_r>0 with rK3 (M r) (3.33)
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and
_R>r, with RK1 (R) (3.34)
then the result in Theorem 3.2 is again true. The proof is essentially that
in Theorem 3.2 except here we use Theorem 2.1 with Remark 2.2 and with
r1=R, r2=r.
Remark 3.9. It is easy to combine Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.8 (we
leave the detail to the reader) to obtain a multiplicity result for (3.1).
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